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The most comprehensive and effective AIR BRAKE TEACHING RESOURCES
ever developed for Professional Heavy Vehicle Air Brake Service Instructors.
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Developed and produced by:  Bryan Duross, TECHNICAL TRAINING SERVICES, Cambridge, Ontario, CANADA   Tel: (519) 621-0708   E-mail: bduross@sentex.net

FOR INSTRUCTORS, TEACHING entry level and intermediate level
air brake service mechanics and/or providing advanced air brake training
for commercial drivers.

The AIR BRAKE Interactive Package

AIR BRAKE Interactive consists of a highly
detai led, ful l  color, 12-module, 350 page
“Instructor’s Reference and Presentation Guide”,
supported by a state-of-the-art  “CD-ROM
Multimedia Presentation”.  The multimedia
presentation contains 46 narrated technical/
mechanical animations and over 75 additional
static technical visuals detailing the operation of a
typical modern heavy vehicle air brake system.
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Are YOU considering
purchasing a conventional

“air brake board”?

We can design, custom build and
computer-animate a fully functional
multimedia electronic air brake board
to meet your precise training needs and
specifications, at a fraction of the cost
of a conventional air brake board!

Chuck McCarty
Air Brake Specialist
Chuck McCarty

(540) 416-2857

CM Air Brake and Electrical Training Services, LLC
25 Foxhall Lane
Weyers Cave, VA 24486, USA

Telephone: (540) 416-2857
E-Mail: chuck@cm-training-services.com

Website: www.cm-training-services.com

Visual Learning - A Powerful Teaching Tool

The key to AIR BRAKE Interactive’s exceptional effectiveness is
“visual learning”.  Highly detailed technical/mechanical
animations and technical visuals make the normally invisible
operation of an air brake system’s components and circuits visible
and very easily understood.  In short, WE MAKE the invisible
VISIBLE!   The result is vastly improved student comprehension
and retention, faster learning, a consistent training message and
better informed service technicians and drivers.

Comprehensive, Accurate and Consistant -
Every Time!

AIR BRAKE Interactive is a complete, presentation-ready, training
package that has been carefully structured to deliver a
progressive learning experience.  The Instructor’s Reference and
Presentation Guide provides presenters with a wealth of detailed
reference information and a point-by-point guide for presenting
their program. Combined with the program’s powerful multimedia
support animations and visuals, this ensures a thorough,
accurate and consistent presentation by every instructor, every
time!

What can YOU do with AIR BRAKE
Interactive?

AIR BRAKE Interactive Classroom Edition Level 1
is the ideal teaching resource for instructing entry
level and intermediate level air brake service
technicians. You can present the entire program, or
you can simply choose which modules or specific
subjects are best suited to your training
requirements.

AIR BRAKE Interactive ‘Content and Visuals’

AIR BRAKE Interactive IS NOT a re-assembly of ages-old air
brake training material that has been around for decades.  AIR
BRAKE Interactive  employs ALL NEW and ORIGINAL
MATERIAL.  Its content, structure, system diagrams, technical
animations and illustrations have been carefully designed and
created by a team of training development specialists to make
your job as a trainer easier and most effective.  With AIR
BRAKE Interactive, you will provide your students the MOST
thorough air brake education possible anywhere!

For further information, or

to arrange for an on-line

live demonstration of “A
IR

BRAKE Interactive” (A
BI),

please contact:

Custom Technical Training Services
& Educational Resources for Fleets and Schools


